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The President’s Column
By Doug Robertson
WCBA President 2010-2011
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cuts have reduced critical support staff, slowing the
processing of cases. And these are two of the best-run
systems in the country.

An American Bar Association task force led by
David Boies and Theodore Olson, the former solicitor
Editor’s Note: I have lost our Bar President. If you general, took on this issue in a valuable report issued
see him, please return him to his law firm, Belcher
last week, called ―Crisis in the Courts: Defining the
Swanson, PLLC, or hand him over to the custody of
Problem.‖
one of the bar Journal editors. For the time being,
The report rightly says that ―even the most elowe have replaced him with an NYT Editorial.
————————————————————— quent constitution is worthless with no one to enforce
———————————it.‖ As they cut spending on the courts, state legislatures are degrading public safety by delaying the resolution of criminal cases; hurting vulnerable populations
like children and the elderly, who need the courts‘ protection; and damaging our system of government by
Published August 17th. A version of this editorial apweakening the judiciary, a separate and co-equal
peared in print on August 18, 2011, on page A20 of the
branch.
New York edition with the headline: “Threadbare AmeriThe courts in Georgia, the report says, have
can Justice: Severe budget cuts are gutting the effectiveness of the state court systems.”
seen their financing shrink by 25 percent the last two
years, so their budget (which also pays for prosecutors)
It is an American article of faith that the path to now constitutes less than 1 percent of the state‘s overjustice runs through the courts. State courts, which all budget. Most state systems have had significant cuts
handle a vast majority of civil and criminal cases, are in the past three years.
in a state of crisis. Across the country, deep budget
The report offers some worthy recommendacuts and increased caseloads have created long delays tions that could help provide adequate budgets and inand a denial of basic access to justice.
crease alternative ways to resolve conflicts. For in-

NYT Editorial: Threadbare
American Justice

More than 48 million cases, excluding traffic
cases, were filed in state courts in 2008. Since then,
courts have been flooded with thousands of new foreclosures, credit card cases and other lawsuits driven by
economic hardship. At the same time, the recession
and the deepening budget crunch have led states to lay
off judges, law clerks and other courthouse personnel,
which means longer waits for trials and delays even for
recording judgments so that cases can be resolved.

stance, it calls on states to adopt judicial financing formulas that recognize changes in caseloads. Without
these and other reforms, access to justice will continue
to contract.

Even this sober report barely begins to convey
to national and state policy makers how much cuts to
the judiciary have harmed individuals and democracy.
As budget-starved courts become more dysfunctional,
they lose the confidence of the public, which counts on
Swamped by this huge docket, no state court them for relief, adding to the institutional crisis.
system now delivers justice as it needs to. In Massa- These courts may continue to process cases, but they
chusetts, budget cuts have drastically reduced the num- will be less and less able to deliver justice.
ber of court-appointed guardians for children who need
to have their legal interests represented. In Oregon,
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Ramblings of a Small Time Country Lawyer
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~By Rajeev!

“One Year of Awesome”
Subtitle: Buy me presents.

(Disclaimer #1: Completely solipsistic and self-referential)

“It’s my birth-month and I’ll write a
short article if I want to! It’s my birthmonth and I’ll write a short article if I
want to! You would write a short article
too... if you just got out of trial too…”
Catchy tune, eh?
If you recall from a year ago, I was
typing this article one-handed, after spectacularly shattering my right arm and ending up in surgery. Last weekend, I had the
opportunity to fly a single-propeller plane
around the county; when it came time to
land, I quickly handed the controls back to
the real pilot, mentioning that it was in
landing where I have problems with motorcycles too.
Anyways, despite the shaky start, it turned out to be my best year yet. I learned to drive a manual
transmission one-handed; I grew my business; I swash-buckled through jungles; I learned the joy of impeaching witnesses; I laughed; I defended an innocent man of serious charges; I cried; I shot firearms
with a world-class instructor out in the woods; I stayed true; but, best of all… I traveled back in time.
That‘s right. You see, last year, I celebrated my 34th birthday. However, upon doing the appropriate calculations, checking my birth certificate and making some measurements with my astrolabe, I
have found that… I am turning 34, again. This means… I have effectively turned back time, and I get a
re-do for the whole year! That means I have a challenge: I have to make this year even better than the
first time I lived through it.
To start with, I am pleased to announce that this is my first article without a single endnote! Second, I have wrangled what I hope to be a new regular feature for our Journal, full of usefulness, written
by our own Bryan Page of Zender Thurston on the topic of Civil Procedure. I hope you will enjoy reading it as much as I did. (on the next page!)
Thanks also to all my readers, for all the great feedback over the year, and I look forward, hopefully to another great year of getting to serve the bar as an Editor.
~RDM
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Civil Procedure Corner:
Introduction & Notice of Default Judgments
By Bryan L. Page *
I have a confession to make. I love civil procedure. Therefore,
after a little prodding from one of our wonderful newsletter editors, I have decided to write this regular column devoted to a different civil procedure topic. The idea is to provide short primers
on civil procedure issues. My goal is to address issues ranging
from the routine to the obscure, and I hope the column is of use
to attorneys who regularly represent clients in litigation matters
and those who do not. I expect the column will focus heavily on
procedure in state courts, although I may occasionally draw on my experience and practice in federal courts to emphasize important differences between the two forums. I have
a short list of topics I have brainstormed from issues I have come across in my practice.
However, if you have an idea for a topic or a civil procedure question please feel free to
contact me.
Before I get into the first topic, let me introduce myself for those of you I have not met. I
have been practicing at Zender Thurston, P.S. since April 2008. My practice encompasses
civil trial and appellate litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business,
commercial, and real estate disputes. Before joining Zender Thurston, I spent a little over
one year, and two legislative sessions, as a non-partisan bill drafting attorney for the
Washington State Legislature. During law school I worked in Washington, D.C., with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the Antitrust Division of the United
States Department of Justice. I also had the great honor and privilege of working as an
extern for Judge John C. Coughenour, United States District Court Judge for the Western
District of Washington.
Now, on to the first topic of this column, when must a plaintiff give notice of a motion for
an order of default to a defendant? The answer is not as clear as it seems. Notice must be
given to any party who has appeared in this case. Under Civil Rule 55, a motion for default may be made when ―a party against whom a judgment for affirmative relief is sought
has failed to appear, plead, or otherwise defend.‖ 1 The rule continues on to state that ―[a]
ny party who has appeared in the action for any purpose shall be served with a written notice‖ of the motion for default. 2 This begs the question about when a party has
―appeared‖ in the action.
Standard practice is for an attorney appearing on behalf of a client to file a formal notice
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

of appearance with the court. 3 However, sometimes defendants fail to obtain counsel in a
timely manner or choose not to retain counsel, or sometimes defense counsel forgets to
file a notice of appearance. In cases of a pro se defendant, the defendant may not know
that he or she should file a notice of appearance or an answer to the complaint. Therefore,
in situations like these, plaintiffs often file a motion for default before any notice of appearance is filed. But what if the defendant or the defendant‘s attorney has previously
called the plaintiff‘s attorney to discuss the case? What if a letter was sent to the plaintiff‘s attorney? These simple actions may often be enough to constitute an appearance entitling the defendant to notice of a motion for default.
A party need not file a formal notice of appearance to have appeared in an action. RCW
4.28.210 provides that a party ―appears‖ in an action at the time the party ―answers, demurs, makes any application for an order therein, or gives the plaintiff written notice of
his appearance.‖ However, the methods outlined in RCW 4.28.210 are not exclusive and
courts may view other informal acts as an appearance. 4 ―Whether a party has
‗appeared‘ . . . is generally a question of intention, as evidenced by acts or conduct, such
as the indication of a purpose to defend or a request for affirmative action from the court,
constituting a submission to the court's jurisdiction.‖ 5 The concept of ―appearance‖ is
broadly construed by the courts. 6
A party can appear informally after the litigation has commenced. 7 The following are a
few of the various informal acts that have been found to constitute an appearance:
8
 A single telephone call to the plaintiff‘s attorney.
9
 Correspondence relating to settlement.
10
 Contesting pretrial motions brought by the plaintiff.
However, only acts and contacts occurring after the litigation has commenced may constitute an appearance. 11 Contacts merely showing an intent to defend that occur before the
litigation is filed are, alone, not sufficient to constitute an appearance. 12
Giving proper notice of a default motion is important. Grave consequences can result
when a motion for default is filed without notice to a defendant who has appeared. ―As a
matter of law, a defendant who appears in an action but is not given notice of a plaintiff's
intention to seek an order of default is entitled to have any such order vacated.‖ 13 In such
a case, the default judgment is void. 14 A motion to vacate this void judgment can be
brought at any time, regardless of how much time has elapsed since the judgment was entered. 15 Also, defendant does not have to show any meritorious defense to vacate a void
judgment. 16 Therefore, so long as the defendant shows notice was required and no notice
was given, the default order will be vacated.
(Continued on page 7)
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Consequently, in practice, in order to avoid default judgments being vacated later, a plaintiff should treat most, if not all, contacts or communications from a defendant or the defendant‘s counsel as an appearance and give notice of the default motion to those defendants. On the other hand, in order to avoid a default judgment that cannot be vacated
later, defendants and defense counsel should always promptly file and serve a formal notice of appearance or an answer and not assume communications with the plaintiff will
constitute an appearance.
*Bryan Page is an associate at Zender Thurston, P.S. and practices civil trial and appellate litigation in state and federal courts, with an emphasis on business, commercial, and
real estate disputes. He can be reached at (360) 647-1500 or
bpage@zenderthurston.com.
Endnotes
1— CR 55(a)(1)
2— CR 55(a)(3) (emphasis added)..
3— See CR 70.1(a) (“An attorney admitted to practice in this state may appear for a party by serving a notice of
appearance.”).
4— Skilcraft Fiberglass, Inc. v. Boeing Co., 72 Wn. App. 40, 45, 863 P.2d 573 (1993).
5— Id.
6— Colacurcio v. Burger, 110 Wn. App. 488, 495, 41 P.3d 506 (2002)..
7— Morin v. Burris, 160 Wn.2d 745, 749, 161 P.3d 956 (2007)..
8— See Sacotte Constr., Inc. v. Nat’l Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 143 Wn. App. 410, 415–16, 177 P.3d 1147 (2008)
(finding a defendant had appeared when an attorney for the defendant called the plaintiff’s attorney on behalf of
the defendant one week before the default motion was filed).
9— Ellison v. Process Sys. Constr. Co., 112 Wn. App. 636, 643, 50 P.3d 658 (2002) (holding the defendant appeared
when the defendant’s attorney sent two letters to the plaintiff’s attorney disputing the plaintiff’s claims before the
plaintiff filed her lawsuit); Batterman v. Red Lion Hotels, Inc., 106 Wn. App. 54, 21 P.3d 1174 (2001) (holding the
defendant appeared when the defendant’s claims administrator contacted the plaintiff before, during, and after
the initiation of the lawsuit regarding a possible settlement). But see Rosander v. Nightrunners Transport, Ltd., 147
Wn. App. 392, 196 P.3d 711 (2008) (finding a party did not appear when its insurance company negotiated with
the plaintiff’s attorney regarding settlement over the course of nearly two years after the lawsuit was filed).
10— Dlouhy v. Dlouhy, 55 Wn.2d 718, 349 P.2d 1073 (1960) (husband appeared by contesting a motion to convert
a temporary restraining order into a temporary injunction).
11— Morin v. Burris, 160 Wn.2d 745, 749, 161 P.3d 956 (2007).
12— Id.
13— Smith v. Arnold, 127 Wn. App. 98, 105, 110 P.3d 257 (2005).
14— Colacurcio v. Burger, 110 Wn. App. 488, 497, 41 P.3d 506 (2002).
15— Allstate Ins. Co. v. Khani, 75 Wn. App. 317, 323–24, 877 P.2d 724 (1994).
16— Leen v. Demopolis, 62 Wn. App. 473, 477–78, 815 P.2d 269 (1991).
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Free to all WCBA members & firms
e-mail ad copy as MS Word .doc file to:

rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
by the 15th of the preceding month
Questions? Call 360 527-9400

Office Space Available – Bellingham Towers - Nancy at 647-1916, ext. 112; Or email
nancy@hollanderinvestments.com 119 N. Commercial Street – downtown! Conference Room available
for Rent to Tenants and Non-Tenants. New Cardio Room & Shower available for Tenants – access 24h!

Adoption Services Provider
Pre & Post Placement Reports, international & domestic adoptions, step-parent & grand parent
adoptions. JoAnn Vesper, MSW, LICSW. 25+ years experience; Court approved/Lic.#00005239; 360714-9189; joann.vesper@gmail.com
Great Bedroom Set - $100 OBO! Perfect for setting up a home; includes bed frame and headboard;
dresser with full set of drawers with full mirror attached; and a smaller nightstand with drawers. Makes
any bedroom look beautiful! In good condition with beautiful faux-mahogany finish, well cared for and
in storage– attorney owner had to move. Held in trust by Rajeev. 206-214-5177.
The Best Location for attorney, Office for lease: Across the street from the Court House.
1500sf. $1.30 p/sf + NNN(W/S, INS, PROPERTY TAX. 3 OFFICES,+ 3 OPEN DIV. OFFICES STORAGE RM W/SHELVES, COUNTER TOP W/SINK + CABINET. CENTRAL HEATING/AIRCON,
skylight , private parking space available, 5 years no increase rent base.
Address : 217 prospect St. Bellingham, Right next to Bail -Bond Company.
Please contact us 360-734-8127, Attention: Jung or Erin at Attorney Matthew W. Peach's law office.
Firm Seeks Associate
Established Bellingham/Mount Vernon firm seeks experienced family law associate attorney. Should
have at least 3 - 5 years recent Washington experience. No applications considered without some family
law experience. Salary 60 to 85K, DOE + benefits. Send resumes to Lori @ Tario & Associates, 119 N.
Commercial St. #1000, Bellingham, WA 98225, or fax: (360) 733-7092 or email Lgillies@tariolaw.com.
Two offices for rent in high visibility executive suites office building: next to the post office on Prospect Street and across the street from the courthouse and jail. Tenant will have shared use of two conference rooms, receptionist to answer phone and greet clients. These offices have their own individual
thermostats to control heat and air conditioning. Signage is available for business name and free parking for clients. Permitted parking is available for tenant. One office is 152 sq feet for $550 per
month. The other office is 208 sq feet for $775 per month. The monthly rental amount includes heat,
electricity, water, sewer, garbage, and internet access. Call Katti Esp at (360) 715-3100.
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MARK E. BRATLIEN
is pleased like to announce
the opening of his new private practice. Bratlien Law
Firm is now open and accepting referrals for Criminal Defense cases, DUI‘s, traffic infractions, vacating and/or
sealing of criminal convictions and juvenile adjudications,
and restoration of firearms rights.
Mark E. Bratlien
119 N. Commercial Street, Suite 195 B
Bellingham, WA 98225
360.714.1911
mark@bratlienlaw.com
www.bratlienlaw.com
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ACROSS THE LINE:
By Scott Railton

BORDER & IMMIGRATION UPDATE

Cascadia Cross-Border Law

Tel: (360) 671-5945

Fax: (360) 676-5459

srailton@americanlaw.com
www.americanlaw.com

————————————————————————————————
DHS to Exercise Greater Prosecutorial Discretion in Removal Cases.
On August 18th, the Department of Homeland Security announced that it will work together
with the Department of Justice to identify low-priority cases amongst the 300,000 backlog of cases
for immigration removal. The move may be a response to political pressure, as immigrant advocates
have been increasingly critical of the Obama Administration‘s immigration removal policies, which
have led to approximately 1 million deportations since he took office.
Writing on behalf of the President, DHS Secretary Napolitano informed Senator Dick Durbin
that DHS and DOJ will specifically review current immigration dockets in reference to persons who
would be eligible for DREAM Act benefits, if such Act passes. The DREAM Act is a longstanding
bill, yet to be made into law, which would provide a long but sure route to permanent residence for
persons under 30 who came to the United States unlawfully as children, and meet a variety of criteria, such as proving good moral character, attendance at college or military service, and payment of
fees.
The Secretary‘s letter also included a background memo, which included the following summary
statement:
―[T]he new interagency process is designed to ensure that resources are focused on the Administration‘s highest enforcement priorities. As part of this process, an interagency team of DHS and
Department of Justice (DOJ) officers and attorneys, including representatives from throughout DHS
and from the Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) and the Office of Immigration Litigation at DOJ, will identify low-priority removal cases that should be considered for an exercise of
discretion. This review will be conducted on a case-by-case basis and will consider cases that are at
the various stages of enforcement proceedings, including charging, hearing, and after a final order
of removal. The interagency working group will also issue guidance to prevent low priority cases
from entering the system on a case-by-case basis. Resources that are saved as a result of this process
will be used to accelerate the removal of high priority cases.‖
Government Will Seek to Create Jobs Through Immigration.
DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano and US Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) Director Alejandro Mayorkas also announced this past month that they are going to look at a variety of
(Continued on page 12)
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immigration mechanisms to try to promote startup enterprises and foster job creation.
The agency says that it will go further to try to attract foreign entrepreneurs and persons of exceptional ability who may be able to create jobs locally. If so, this is great news, as immigration
historically has been an economic catalyst for the U.S. Their announcement does not represent a
change in law; to the contrary, the agency says it will just try to be more proactive in "ensuring that
the potential of our immigration laws is fully realized," as Director Mayorakas said.
Specifics were offered. Time will tell to what degree adjudicators at USCIS Service Centers recognize these initiatives, but the possibilities are interesting for prospective immigrants.
For example, there is some indication that the EB-2 category and national interest waivers may
be increasingly utilized for entrepreneurs. EB-2 applicants have to demonstrate that they have advanced degrees, or are individuals of exceptional ability in the science, arts or business. EB-2 applicants typically must test the U.S. labor market to for willing, available, qualified workers. The labor
market test can be waived if it is proved to be in the national interest, and the press release seems to
suggest job creation might now be considered a reason for such a waiver. If so, the EB-2 petition
could be a path to permanent residence for some, such as those holding E visas and other investors
who've had difficulty previously navigating the permanent residence system, due to self-petition restrictions.
USCIS also said that it will review its policies regarding H-1B petitioners where the H-1B beneficiary is the sole owner of a petitioning company, for purposes of defining an employer-employee
relationship. In the past two years, the agency has taken a very restrictive view of this circumstance,
despite past favorable administrative case law, and has denied many H-1B petitions for small employers. Consequently, entrepreneurs and startups have opted to go to other countries to pursue their
business, which in some cases have gone on to be successful, abroad. The agency really does need
to review this policy.
The agency also announced that it will now open up premium processing for multinational executives and managers, which is a definite move forward. Premium processing allows 15 business
day adjudication of a Petition for Alien Worker, for a premium price of $1225. Businesses need to
be able to plan. Although the added cost is burdensome, premium processing gives executives, managers and owners some predictability in their planning. This benefit was long overdue.
Also of note, the EB-5 immigrant investor program will be enhanced by changing the intake and
review process, and the agency will be holding a series of stakeholder meetings, as it tries to further
find ways to create opportunities for the immigrant investors and entrepreneurs. Longsuffering immigration attorneys and advocates tend to be of a wait-and-see attitude concerning all of these
changes, but on paper, the changes certainly look good.
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Whatcom County Small Claims Court
~ Alexander F. Ransom, Esq.

Thursday morning in August. Time flows slow in Whatcom County‘s summer breeze. College students
go home to their families. People vacation. Most of us find a slower pace from our normal routines – the perfect time for a frolic and detour. After Superior Court‘s First Appearance Calendar ended, I departed with my
client and walked the halls in search of a trial to watch. Wandering led me to 4th floor District Courts. I peered
inside Judge Grant‘s courtroom. People sat in the benches. No attorneys, police or probation. Judge Grant was
listening to a citizen intently explaining something. I realized Judge Grant was hearing Small Claims cases.
For years, I‘ve watched The People’s Court, a television court show in which small claims court cases
are heard (though what is shown is actually a binding arbitration). Created in 1981, The People‘s Court was the
first reality court show that did not use actors, but showed the actual cases with the actual parties involved. 1
It‘s a great show. Whether it‘s the colorful litigants, the East Coast charm of Judge Judy, and/or the issues involved, I‘m easily sucked in. Yelling and cursing at the television is part of my enjoyment.
I had time to kill. Curious, I whisked myself inside. Found a bench in the back row away from prying
eyes. I wanted to be unseen, incognito, a nameless face in the audience like The People’s Court. Fat chance. . .
―What‘re you doing here?‖ said Judge Grant, jokingly. ―No attorneys allowed! No press either!‖ We
laughed as he graciously introduced me to the courtroom‘s litigants. I sat and watched. Long story short, my
observations that day inspired the writing of this article. Days later, we discussed Small Claims litigation in
Judge Grant‘s chambers. Our discussion focused on access to justice, the discretionary power of judges, towing
the line between judicial activism and judicial restraint and challenging cases vs. fun cases.
GR 34: ACCESS TO JUSTICE
Small Claims court exists to allow for an economical and speedy resolution of smaller cases. It‘s a
venue for litigants who lack the resources to hire a lawyer to represent their claim. In this regard, Small Claims
Court provides a venue for justice for poorer litigants.
―Mention that GR 34 allows indigent people to waive their filing fee,‖ 2 said Judge Grant. GR 34 was
newly adopted in December 28 of 2010. Before, its adoption, judges routinely denied waiver of filing fees.
Better yet, GR 34 allows litigants to waive the costs of appeals. ―Those, I think, are more costly,‖ he said. Before GR 34 was passed, fees were imposed upon litigants seeking appeals from judge‘s decisions in Small
Claims Court. Worse, they were required to post a bond that was twice the amount of the amount awarded.
―People would say, ‗I can‘t afford that, I don‘t have the money to post the bond for that,‘ so they wouldn‘t have
an appeal,‖ said Judge Grant. ―GR 34 is helpful in these days of economic uncertainty. There‘s more folks
strapped for cash nowadays then years ago.‖
SMALL CLAIMS LITIGATION GIVES BROAD DISCRETION TO JUDGES
Chapter 12.40 RCW pertains to Small Claims Courts. Notably, subsection 12.40.080 disallows attorneys and paralegals from appearing/participating in the defense or prosecution of these matters unless the judge
consents (hence, the Judge‘s friendly hazing when I observed court days before). 3 More importantly, judges
may ―informally consult witnesses or otherwise investigate the controversy between the parties and give judgment or make such orders as the judge may deem to be right, just and equitable for the disposition of the controversy (emphasis supplied). 4
(Continued on page 14)
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―RCW 12.40 gives judicial officers a lot of latitude,‖ said Judge Grant. He explained that some judges
feel uncomfortable stepping outside their traditional judiciary roles in litigation to involve themselves in a case.
Some judges are simply uncomfortable asking questions. I noticed that Judge Grant, however, appears quite
comfortable asking questions and drawing out information that is revealing to the case. His inquiries streamline
proceedings because non-attorney laymen litigants are unaware of what the court needs to know about their
case.
―For example, if the parties are arguing a tort case; yet have no idea what the elements of a tort claim
are, then the Legislature has given judges the authority to interject into the controversy and quickly draw out
their information and cut to the chase,‖ said Judge Grant. ―Judges can inquire whether a case really exists.‖ His
assistance also prevents litigants from getting sidetracked on irrelevant facts or issues. ―If you redirect them
back, you can focus away from tangents and get a case resolved pretty quickly,‖ he said. The judicial discretion
from RCW 12.40.080 is supported by caselaw. Hough v. Stockbridge gives judges in small claims cases a
―right, just and equitable resolution‖ in the exact same manner described by Judge Grant. 5
JUDICIAL ACTIVISM VS. JUDICIAL RESTRAINT
―How do you balance judicial activism and judicial restraint in deciding these cases?‖ I asked.
―That‘s the role. That‘s the issue,‖ said Judge Grant. ―That question is new for you in the context of this article, however, it‘s nothing new to the practice of law itself. It‘s been an ongoing question for lawyers and
judges.‖ ―You mean, like Marbury v. Madison,‖ I asked. From law school, I remembered that Marbury established the power of Judicial Review in the U.S. Supreme Court. This power, which was later extended to all federal courts, authorizes the federal judiciary to review laws enacted by Congress and the president and to invalidate those that violate the Constitution. 6 ―Exactly, that‘s right,‖ said Judge Grant. ―Marbury is a great case
about judicial philosophy. The dilemma I perceive you engaging is that exact traditional question – whether
you‘re applying, enforcing or making the law.‖ Judge Grant explained that, on the one hand, the role of judges
is to interpret and enforce the law; not create it. ―I think most trial judges, including myself, really try not to
avoid judicial activism,‖ he said.
As Judge Grant spoke, my thoughts drifted to watching him conduct a trial in Small Claims Court days
before. The Plaintiff was a telephone systems operator who hooked up and reprogrammed the telephone system
for a hotel which was owned/managed by the Defendant. Plaintiff needed three separate attempts to hook up
the phone systems. He submitted his bill for services; however, the defendants did not pay it. Plaintiff immediately sought the assistance of a collections agency, who obtained $182.70 from the Defendant. Plaintiff wanted
the remaining balance owed to him. Despite his claims, the Plaintiff seemed ill-prepared. He presented no
documents or evidence. I couldn‘t track Plaintiff‘s arguments, and wondered why he sought the assistance of
collections so soon.
The Defendant argued there was no written contract. Plaintiff verbally promised to perform the work in
one day; however, it took him three days. Worse, his work was mediocre. They agreed Plaintiff would provide
three separate phone lines, however, only one line works. The Defendant contacted other vendors. They gave
lower quotes and for the same work, and mentioned a competent operator could perform the work in 2-3 hours.
In comparison, the defendant seemed far more prepared. She documented everything and argued clearly.
―Did you give her a notice of late fees?‖ asked Judge Grant to the Plaintiff, who shook his head and said,
―No.‖ ―Well, sorry, tough luck. Judgment in favor of the defense. Unfortunately, you failed to provide notice
of late fees in mailing or otherwise to the Defendant.‖ He explained that an accord and satisfaction was reached,
and the $182.70 given by the Defendant satisfied the accord. Interesting case.
(Continued on page 15)
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(Continued from page 14)

―Most judges enjoy assisting the process as opposed to just sitting back and expecting lay persons present their
cases on the level of practitioners,‖ said Judge Grant. ―They don‘t want to be ‗activist judges‘ as far as reformulating the law. Most of us are keenly aware of the limits of our role in these cases,‖ he said.
WHATCOM DISPUTE RESOLUTION CENTER (WDRC)
―Make sure to mention that the WDRC provides assistance,‖ said Judge Grant, with a wink and a smile.
I remembered seeing Judge Grant introduce the WDRC‘s mediators to litigants at the beginning of proceedings
days before. The mediators work with the parties and suggest potential resolutions in a non-threatening environment. They are not lawyers and do not provide legal advice. Mediators offer ―consensus mediation‖ where
each side comes forward and hears the other side‘s perspective. On-site mediators are available at the small
claims hearings. Their assistance is voluntary and partially subsidized by the filing fee. A few years ago the
Mediators were asked by Judge Elich and Judge Grant to be present at each session of the Small Claims court.
So far, the results show great success. ―Our court‘s settlement rate has doubled since having these on-site mediators,‖ said Judge Grant. ―And their success rate is about 85%.‖
Judge Grant described why mediation is successful. ―Here, you tend to see family members, neighbors
or small businesses battling it out. These litigants care about the aftermath of litigation and how it affects their
future relationships with each other,‖ he said. ―I‘ve seen business owners with strong collection cases use mediation because they want to keep that customer happy. They‘re often more willing to compromise to keep their
customers,‖ he said.
CHALLENGING CASES & FUN CASES
―The greatest challenge for a judge in these cases is discovering the potential legal causes of action that
are applicable to the facts,‖ said Judge Grant. He explained that litigants walk into court knowing the facts and
feeling a sense of justice for right and wrong. What they lack, however, is the ability to articulate their claims
and legal theories. ―The challenge for a judicial officer is finding out what theory they‘re arguing,‖ said Judge
Grant. ―Is it contracts, landlord/tenant law, or torts dispute? Did they prove the elements? It‘s one of those facets of Small Claims litigation that can make judges look really smart or really stupid,‖ he mused.
―The most pleasurable cases are those where litigants peaceably resolving their differences. In some
cases, you see people being very congenial and receptive toward each other,‖ said Judge Grant. He explained
that in some trials, people become upbeat and friendly after airing their differences and discovering what the
other side‘s real concerns. ―I‘ve seen cases settle right in front of me,‖ said Judge Grant, wistfully. ―That‘s always fun.‖

Endnotes
1— http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_People's_Court
2— GR 34 is ―Waiver of Court and Clerk‘s Fees and Charges in Civil Matters on the basis of Indigency.‖ According to the comments,
―This rule establishes the process by which judicial officers may waive civil filing fees and surcharges for which judicial officers have authority to grant a waiver.‖
3— RCW 12.40.080(1)
4— RCW 12.40.080(3)
5— Hough v. Stockbridge, 150 Wash.2d 234, 76 P.3d 216 (2003).

6— Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 2 L. Ed. 60 (1803).
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An Important Announcement from:

Whatcom County Superior Court’s
Drug Court
Stop the cycle of criminality!
Whatcom County Therapeutic Court has current openings for those defendants involved with open cases in Whatcom County.
Our adult drug court program is a year-long (minimum) program designed to
arrest addict addiction and return an individual to gainful employment by addressing life skill issues. A defendant must have a current Whatcom County felony and
be eligible.
As we all know, without the skills to stay off drugs and the accountability to
make lasting changes, the revolving door continues to impact our community.
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Bratlien Law Firm
DUIs, Felony, Misdemeanor, Traffic,
Vacate/Seal Records,
&
Restore Firearms Rights
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L AW O FFICE

OF

P AMELA E E NGLETT , PLLC
Welcoming clients who need
assistance in civil domestic violence
and family law cases
Thank you for your referrals!
1225 Bellingham Towers  119 N Commercial St  Bellingham, WA 98225
Phone 360.738.4659  FAX 360.738.8498  Email pam@englettlaw.com

Non-Real Estate Attorney?
Solo Practitioner?
Need Real Estate Documents For a
Sophisticated Commercial Transaction?
Use one of






John’s Forms

Purchase & Sale Agreements
“Green Building” Leases
Nonjudicial Foreclosure Package
And More!

 Office & Retail Leases
 Financing Documents
 Condominium Package

www.johnsforms.com
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RESORT TO CHEAP SELF-PROMOTION!

Advertise in
the Newsletter
Admit it. You read the ads in the Newsletter to see what‘s
going on. So does everyone else. If you have a service to
offer to your colleagues in the local legal community — or
if you just want to show off — you won‘t find a cheaper,
easier way to do it.

1/8-page . . . $35/mo.
2.46‖H x 3.86‖W

1/4-page . . . $50/mo.
5.00‖H x 3.86‖ W

1/2-page . . . $75/mo.
5.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W

1/2

full page . . . $100/mo.
10.00‖ H x 7.90‖ W

1/8

And it’s easy to place your ad
E-mail your ad as an MS Word .doc, MS Publisher .pub, .JPG,
.GIF or .pdf file to:
rajeev@northwhatcomlaw.com
We‘ll get it in the next issue and bill you. Pre-size the ad if you
know how. Otherwise, tell us the size you want. Questions? Email Editor Rajeev at the above e-mail address, or call (360)
332-7000 .
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